Abstract. Based on the definition of 2-dimension linguistic information of multiple attribute decision making problems proposed by Zhu, Zhou and Yang (2009), the information on evaluation is extended to 2-dimension uncertain linguistic variables, and a new method is proposed to solve the multiple-attribute group decision making problems in which the attribute values take the form of 2-dimension uncertain linguistic variables and the attribute weights are unknown. Firstly, the II class of uncertain linguistic information is transformed into the subjective weights of the experts, and then the subjective weights, the similarity degree of experts' evaluation information and authority weights are aggregated to the comprehensive weights of each expert. By the comprehensive weights, the group decision making matrix is produced by weighting evaluation information of each expert. Then the maximum deviation method is used to calculate the attribute weights and TOPSIS method is proposed to rank the alternatives. Finally, an example is given to illustrate the decision-making steps and the effectiveness of this method.
Introduction
Multiple attribute decision making (MADM) has been extensively applied to various areas ranging from economics to engineering technology. However, for some decision-making problems, such as personality assessment, automotive performance evaluation, etc. (Yan et the uncertain linguistic weighted geometric mean operator is utilized to aggregate all the individual uncertain multiplicative linguistic preference relations into a collective one, and then a simple approach is developed to determine the experts' weights by utilizing the consensus degrees among the individual uncertain multiplicative linguistic preference relations and the collective uncertain multiplicative linguistic preference relations. Furthermore, a proposal for a practical interactive procedure for group decision making is given based on uncertain multiplicative linguistic preference relations.
There are another decision making problems in the real decision making situation, for example, the evaluation on the projects or awards for the science and technology, the peer review of the master and doctor thesis or papers, etc. The decision makers not only make the conclusions on evaluation, but also show the evaluation reliability of themselves with the familiarity and other forms. For such decision making problems, Zhu et al. (2009) proposed the definition of the 2-dimension linguistic information to use I and II class of the linguistic evaluation information to describe the evaluation of decision makers with respect to the evaluation objects, where the I class of the linguistic evaluation information is used to describe the decision making objects, and the II class is used to describe the subjective evaluation of the reliability of the decision results. Finally, a group decision making method based on the evidence combination rules is given. However, the method proposed by Zhu et al. (2009) was meant to deal with single attribute decision making problems, but not to solve the multiple attribute problems, and the decision making method was more complex.
Based on the definition of 2-dimension linguistic information proposed by Zhu et al. (2009) , the evaluation information is extended to 2-dimension uncertain linguistic variables and multiple attribute decision making problems, and a new method is proposed to solve the multiple attribute group decision making problems in which the attribute values take the form of 2-dimension uncertain linguistic variables and the attribute weight is unknown. Firstly, the II class of uncertain linguistic information is transformed into the subjective weight of the experts, and the similarity degree of experts' evaluation information and authority weights of each expert are aggregated to the comprehensive weights of each expert in different attributes and alternatives, the comprehensive weights can be used to aggregate each expert's evaluation information into the group decision making matrix. Then, the maximum deviation method is used to calculate the attribute weights, and TOPSIS method is proposed to rank the alternatives. Finally, an example is given to illustrate the decision-making steps.
The description and the operation rules of the uncertain linguistic information
 is a pre-defined and ordered linguistic term set with odd elements, and S should satisfy the following properties (Xu 2004a (Xu , 2004b Xu 2006a) (Xu 2004b (Xu , 2004c (Xu 2004b (Xu , 2006a ):
2.
3.
4.
5. λ ⊕ = λ ⊕λ
6. λ + λ = λ ⊕λ 
Definition 3 (Xu 2005 (Xu , 2009 
Based on these conditions, the order of the alternatives of multiple attribute decision making problems based on the 2-dimension uncertain linguistic variables can be ranked.
The decision making method

Transform the II class of the uncertain linguistic evaluation information to the subjective weight of the decision makers
The II class of the uncertain linguistic evaluation information shows the subjective evaluation of the reliability of the decision results. No one knows the reliability of the subjective evaluation better than the decision makers themselves, under the premise that the rational, knowledge and experience level of the decision makers can satisfy the requirement of the decision making. Therefore, we can transform the II class of the uncertain linguistic evaluation information, given by the decision makers, to the subjective weight of the decision makers. The larger the evaluation value of the II class of the linguistic evaluation information is (the more faith the decision maker has), and the larger the weight of decision maker is, and vice versa. 
then f is called the uncertain linguistic variable OWA operator (the UL-OWA operator). 
Transform the II class of the uncertain linguistic evaluation information to the linguistic information
Based on these, we can calculate the relative similarity degree in the expert group of the evaluation value of the attribute j c in the alternative i a , given by the expert k e :
Determine the comprehensive weight of experts
We should comprehensively consider these conditions, such as the similarity degree of the expert evaluation information and the expert group evaluation information, the weight transformed by the II class of the uncertain linguistic evaluation information and the authority weight of the experts. The multiplication synthesis method has the multiplier effect (Zeng 1997 ). So we aggregate the similarity degree of the expert evaluation information and the expert group evaluation information, and the weight transformed by the II class of the uncertain linguistic evaluation information, then we can get the comprehensive weight.
We further aggregate the authority weight of the experts, and we finally get the comprehensive weight of the attribute j c in the alternative i a , given by the expert k e .
(1 )
where α is the weight coefficient, and 0 1 ≤ α ≤ . The value of α shows the preference of the expert.
Aggregate the expert's evaluation information
We should aggregate the expert's evaluation information, and transform the 2-dimension linguistic evaluation information into 1-dimension linguistic evaluation information
, where ,
Calculate the attribute weight based on the maximizing deviations method
The attribute weight is unknown, and the uncertainty of the attribute weight will result in the uncertainty of the ranking order of the alternatives. In general, if the attribute value ( 1, 2, , ) ij z j n =  among all the alternatives are little different with respect to attribute j c , it shows that the attribute j c plays a less important role in the decision making procedure, and the smaller weight will be given. Contrariwise, if the attribute j c makes the attribute values ( 1, 2, , ) ij z j n =  among all the alternatives have obvious differences, such an attribute plays an important role in choosing the best alternative. Therefore, while ranking the alternatives, the larger the deviation of the attribute value of the alternative is, the larger its weight is, and vice versa (Zhou, Liu 2007) .
For the attribute j c , the deviation value of alternative i A to all the other alternatives can be defined as 
We can get the normalized attribute weight based on this model: 
3.2.6. Determine the order of the alternatives based on TOPSIS TOPSIS (Technique for Order Performance by Similarity to Ideal Solution) method is the famous multiple attribute decision making method, proposed by the Hwang and Yoon (1981) . This method is usually used to solve such multiple attribute decision making problems when the attribute value is the real number. This paper utilizes the TOPSIS method to solve the multiple attribute decision making problems in which the attribute value is the uncertain linguistic variables, based on the distance formula between two uncertain linguistic variables. 
, ,
2. Calculate the positive and negative ideal solution of the weighted matrix:
3. Calculate the distance between each alternative and the positive and negative ideal solution: 
where ( , ) 
5. Rank the order of the alternatives We can rank the order of the alternatives based on the values of the relative closeness degree. The lager the relative closeness degree is, the better the alternative is, vice versa.
An illustrate example
A practical use of the proposed approach involves the technological innovation ability to evaluate the four enterprises { } , and the attribute weight is unknown. The evaluation steps used in this paper are proposed as follows: 1. Transform the II class of the uncertain linguistic evaluation information to the subjective weight of the decision makers We select the BUM function a a a a    . In order to verify the effectiveness of the method, we use the method proposed by Zhu et al. (2009) . However, the method is only used with the linguistic variables and single attribute decision making problems. In order to apply it, we had to covert the uncertain linguistic variables to linguistic variables by averaging algorithm, then calculate utility value for each attribute with respect to each alternative, and weight the utility value for all attributes and get an integrated utility value for each alternative. Finally, rank the alternatives by the integrated utility values.
Calculate the relative similarity degree of the attribute
RS             =                 .
Calculate the comprehensive weight
The calculated ranking is 1 2 3 4 a a a a    . There are the same results for two methods.
Conclusions
Multiple attribute group decision making based on the 2-dimension uncertain linguistic variables are widely used in the real decision making. Firstly, the II class of uncertain linguistic information is transformed into the subjective weights of the experts, and the similarity degree of experts' evaluation information and authority weights of each expert are aggregated to the comprehensive weights of each expert in different attributes and alternatives, the comprehensive weights can be used to aggregate each expert' evaluation information into the group decision making matrix. Then, the maximum deviation method is used to calculate the attribute weights, and TOPSIS method is proposed to rank the alternatives. Finally, an illustrate example is given to show the decision-making steps and the effectiveness of this method. This method proposed in this paper is easy to use and understand, and it enriched and developed the theory and method of 2-dimension uncertain linguistic multiple attribute decision making, and it provided the new idea to solve the 2-dimension uncertain linguistic multiple attribute decision making. In the future, we shall continue working in the extension and application of the developed method to other domains.
